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Status: Fixed Start date: 02/18/2014
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 100%
Category: Subtitles Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: 4.6
Found in version: Latest Platform: Linux
Description

Got this:
You are not logged-in. Try to login - this will help in most of cases
Sorry, maximum download count for IP: xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx exceeded. If you will continue trying to download, your IP will be blocked by
our firewall. For more information read our FAQ or contact us, if you think you should not see this error. This deny will be removed
after around 24 hours, so be patient.

Explanation in FAQ:
Does your site implement antileech protection? ^
Yes. Explanation - even if we are OpenSubtitles, leeching is forbidden. If you want to download more subtitles for any reason, just
contact us, write what you want and why and we will see. This antileech protection is good for regular users, server is responding
faster. Please do not try running any download bots on our site. Thanks.
Limit is: 1 IP/max 200 subtitles/24 hours. Don't try steal subtitles, your IP will be banned.

Log: http://sprunge.us/iTSW

Associated revisions
Revision b5f11f0c - 02/19/2014 08:20 AM - Andreas Smas

Avoid longs queues of subtitle/audio track changes.

Fixes #1999

History
#1 - 02/19/2014 01:34 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from New to Need feedback
- Priority changed from Immediate to Normal

Did you download all those subs by manually selecting them?

#2 - 02/19/2014 01:35 AM - Andreas Smas

Where did you find this FAQ?

#3 - 02/19/2014 06:38 AM - Leonid Protasov

No I just were using ST with empty lang fields in subtitle language settings (in this case ST just downloads all languages). FAQ is on opensubtitles. I
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suppose ST should just implement login pass connection for opensubtitles...

#4 - 02/19/2014 08:21 AM - Andreas Smas
- Status changed from Need feedback to Fixed
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset git|commit:b5f11f0c675924754e501394b7604f9465a0da16.
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